4.2 What other legal practice developments and innovations were
recently introduced by your clinic? Have they had positive results?
ID Law Clinic

Other legal practice developments and innovations

1 UKZN Law Clinic Durban

Weekly case meetings between Supervising Attorney and Candidate
Attorneys.
Introduction of the Pending System- to ensure work is done thoroughly and
timeously.
Both have had extremely positive results. Weekly meetings serve two
purposes; both as a learning exercise for all candidate attorneys (discussion
of law and files) and pending system helps keep the client files active
ensures files are always worked on and followed up on.
Human rights awareness Projects; this involved small groups of students
producing rights awareness pamphlets and posters, having these translated
into the most spoken language in an area and then holding a rights
awareness workshop on the topic open to the public. These workshops were
run in different parts of Ethekwini (greater Durban); there were about 13
such Projects in 2009.

2 Univen Law Clinic

Training of Street Law students on issues relating to Human Rights and HIV/
AIDS and the law. After these training students will go out to the rural
communities schools hospitals and prisons to conduct awareness campaign.
The prisons to conduct awareness campaign. The positive results is that we
turn to have many instructions because people has legal problems but they
don’t know where to go.

3 Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University Law Clinic

None.

4 North West University Community
Law Centre

None.

5 Rhodes University Legal Aid Clinic

1. Formal procedures for re-allocation and closure of files.
2. Providing legal services to clients requiring attorneys services and
interviewed at some 45 paralegal advice offices throughout the Eastern
Cape.
3. Internal staff seminars.
4. Research portfolio committee.
5. Monthly meetings of practitioners.

6 UCT Law Clinic

None.

7 University of Johannesburg Law
Clinic

None.

8 University of Limpopo Campus Law
Clinic

None.

9 Centre for Community Law and
Development (CCLD)

Child Justice Unit – A lot of positive results.
One Adoption and three Removal cases were handled successfully.
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Other legal practice developments and innovations

10 University of Pretoria Law Clinic

Contract research, mostly of empirical nature as a way of building capacity
and raising funds.
Academic research.

11 UWC Legal Aid Clinic

Streetlaw was re-introduced as a volunteer program. Streetlaw numbers
increased from 2009 to 2010 from 60 to 80, huge interest. Streetlaw to be
reintroduced in 2012 as an elective and the clinical legal education program.

12 Wits Law Clinic

The refugee unit hosts an annual practitioners workshop. Yes, in that it
introduces practitioners the refugee regime.

13 Legal Aid Clinic - Stellenbosch
University

Child Law Centre, Financial Literacy Project.

14 UFS Law Clinic

Community Service Learning – engaging second and fourth year LLB
students in the courses: BWR 224 and RPK 4.
Yes.
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